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Abstract

Purpose. Walking demands controlling body segments based on sensory information. Experimental manipulation of sensory information provides insight about how it interacts in situations of occlusion or perturbation of such information. This
study examined the effect of manipulation of visual and vestibular information on spatial perception during gait.
Methods. Thirty-two participants aged between 19-34 years old walked straight ahead for 7 meters to reach the center
point of the pathway. The authors measured the number of steps, movement time, and absolute error (deviation from the
center of pathway end). They analyzed six experimental conditions: without spin with vision, without spin with visual occlusion, without spin with visual perturbation, with spin and vision, with spin and visual occlusion, and with spin and visual
perturbation. Friedman’s ANOVA test was used to compare the experimental conditions with a significance of 5% (p < 0.05).
Results. Occlusion and perturbation of visual information, and the perturbation of vestibular information, both affected
the spatial orientation. The more sources of information that were occluded and/or perturbed; the greater was the decline of
spatial perception. However, participants were able to perform the task of walking in all conditions with the manipulation
of sensory information.
Conclusions. The authors suggest that there is a dynamic hierarchy in which the sensory sources can contribute in a particular way, due to the constraint imposed on the system.
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Introduction
Gait is a complex motor skill that combines progression, postural control, and adaptation [1, 2]. Progression
is moving towards the desired location. Postural control uses adjustments of body stabilization during locomotion; meanwhile, adaptation occurs according to
individual’s aims and environment demands [1]. Central nervous system (CNS), by anticipatory and reactive controls, manages context and task adaptations to
ensure balance control. During anticipatory control,
postural control counterbalances movement perturbation; then, reactive control is triggered by perturbation and is based on reflex responses [3]. For such strat-

egies, the CNS integrates sensory and motor information
[4–6].
Sensory information about the body position and
movement [7, 8] for control of posture and movement
comes from somatosensory, vestibular, and visual
systems [4, 9]. Using this information, the CNS can
anticipate applied forces onto the body and generates
proper muscle action to maintain posture [10]. However, each sensory information has its own resolution
and importance and one type of sensory information
reliability may affect another [11]. Hierarchy of sensory information is not fixed and changes due to external demands and to minimize internal conflicts
[12–14]. Thereby, dynamics of this hierarchy depends
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on the task, available sensory information, and the aim
of postural control [5, 15, 16]. The weight of sensory information can be rebalanced to overcome any system
failure [4, 6, 12, 14]. Despite the investigation of the
sensory system’s importance to reactive and proactive gait control [17–19], the effect of sensory manipulation on gait spatial orientation has not been properly investigated. A challenge for the motor behavior
studies is to understand how the CNS integrates the sensory inputs within postural responses during gait [20].
The lack of visual information causes instability
[4, 21–23] because the visual system provides information about the environment, objects, external events,
body parts, and relative body position to the environment [9, 22]. Thus, walking in a straight line may be
trivial without any sensory information constraint.
However, spatial orientation, which is essential for locomotion, is impaired by the lack of visual information
[24]. Likewise, manipulation of vestibular system information could compromise the spatial orientation
during locomotion.
Vestibular sensory information is important for
locomotion [25]. Vestibular stimulation triggers postural
responses balanced by adjustments in somatosensory and visual system sensibility, indicating sensory
integration [26]. For example, body sway, induced by
vestibular galvanic stimulation, decreases with visual information and increases standing on a foam surface or translation platform [27]. Such dependence
among sensory systems changes according to how sensory information is controlled or altered within the task.
During locomotion tasks, vision builds an external
reference frame. Vision and other sensory information
are used to compare the actual and pre-programmed
trajectories. Spatial perception during locomotion may
change as a result of the sensory conflict, visual information constraint, and how the body moves in space
[28]. However, the effect of manipulation of visual
information and perturbation of vestibular information on spatial perception during locomotion is not
fully understood.
Considering such issues, this study analyzed the
effect of visual and vestibular information on spatial
perception on gait. It was hypothesized that: H1) visual
occlusion will impair locomotion more than other sensory manipulation; H2) the worst performance will
happen with visual occlusion and vestibular perturbation. The manipulation of visual and vestibular system
paradigm will help us to understand how the CNS
reorganizes the contribution of each sensory system
and how it adapts to inaccurate and conflicting inputs to maintain gait performance. In this way, this
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study supports the hierarchical, but dynamical, relevance of sensory systems for the performance of a motor task. Moreover, it provides insights about how individuals with deficits in sensory systems could adapt
and show different strategies to walk, which would
assist health professionals to rehabilitate these individuals.
Material and methods
Sample Size Calculation
To calculate the sample size, we use GPOWER software (v. 3.1) to simulate the needs for the two-tailed
Friedman’s ANOVA, considering 2 for variance ratio,
= 0.05; power (1- ) = 0,8. This analysis has suggested
at least 32 individuals for the sample size.
Participants
Participants were 32 adults between 19 and 34 years
old (22.7 ± 3.0 years old), 18 men (75.25 ± 7.98 kg weight,
1.74 ± 0.06 m height, 24.84 ± 2.52 Body Mass Index)
and 14 women (61.91 ± 8.20 kg weight, 1.61 ± 0.08 m
height; 23.83 ± 2.61 Body Mass Index).
Locomotion task and spatial perception
Participants walked straight ahead for 7m to reach
a target marked on the floor. The area for walking was
delimited by markers placed on the floor on a semicircle with 7 m radius (Figure 1, panel A). These marks
were used to measure the absolute error (AE), calculated as the distance between the target and where the
participant crossed the semi-circle. Movement time
(MT) and the number of steps (NS) performed until the
participant crossed the semi-circle were measured.
Manipulation of visual and vestibular
information
Vision was occluded with a black fabric blindfold.
Visual information was perturbed with Chameleon’s
Eyes glasses (v.1.0) [29]. These glasses provided an
ocular disparity projecting images of each eye with the
angle of 45 degrees directed to the back of the participant, and each eye with a view of a different side
(Figure 1, panel B and C). Vestibular system perturbation was performed by spinning the participant seated on a gyratory chair. Participants sat on a chair, feet
on the chair seat, knees and hips flexed, and hands
holding the chair support (Figure 1, panel D). Three
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Panel A – Schematic representation of data collection site
Panel B – Chameleon’s Eyes
Panel C – disturbance of vestibular system with swivel chair
Panel D – wood for standardization of the task start point

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the data collection place and equipment

persons rotated this gyratory chair and the participants to make them spin at 60 rpm frequency for 20
seconds. Then, chair’s rotation was stopped, the participant stood up while one evaluator held participant’s
hands to guide him/her to where the task would start.
This spot was a round piece of wood (20 cm width,
20 cm height, and 50 cm long) fixed on the floor and
each participant held it with the internal side of the
foot (Figure 1, panel E). This reference allowed the participants to begin the task from the same start position each time.

Procedures
Participants listened to the instructions about the
task. Each participant performed the control condition
(no rotation and with visual information) one time.
For all conditions, participants walked with their usual
gait pattern used in daily life activities. For the “with
rotation” or “visual occlusion” conditions, two evaluators
were close to the participant for safety. None of the participants fell during trials, they performed the task
and its conditions successfully.
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Participants walked under six sensory information
conditions: 1) control condition: non-rotation and with
vision (NR-V); 2) non-rotation and non-vision (NR-NV);
3) non-rotation and perturbed vision (NR-PV); 4) with
rotation and vision (R-V); 5) with rotation and nonvision (R-NV); and, 6) with rotation and perturbed
vision (R-PV). To remove visual information, participants were blindfolded. To perturb vision, participants
wore Chameleon’s eyes glasses. For all participants,
the control condition was the first task. The sequence
of other conditions was random.

Informed consent
Informed consent has been obtained from all individuals included in this study.
Results

Study Variables
Dependent variables were: accuracy (absolute error, AE), motion (movement time, MT; and number of
steps, NS) and performance index. Calculation of this
index accounted all other dependent variables to provide a global reference of performance. Relative AE (AE%,
Equation 1) is performance in relation to task’s greatest error ever (11m). Relative motion variables (%NS
and %MT, Equations 2 and 3, respectively) were normalized by control condition.
			

Equation 1

			

Equation 2

			

Equation 3

After normalization, AE was the mean of those variables (Equation 4).

		

Equation 4

Statistical analysis

Figure 2 presents AE for all conditions. Condition
affected AE (X232,5 = 116.5; p < 0.001). AE was the lowest for NR-V condition (p < 0.001); AE was the lower
for NR-NV than R-NV (p < 0.001); AE was the lower for
NR-PV than R-PV (p < 0.001); AE was the lower for R-V
than R-NV and R-PV (p < 0.001).
Figure 3 shows MT for all conditions. Condition affected MT (X232,5=62.7; p < 0.001). MT was shorter for
R-V than NR-V (p=0.02); MT was shorter for NR-V
than NR-NV, NR-PV, R-NV, and R-PV (p = 0.02); MT
was shorter for NR-NV than NR-NV and NR-PV (p =
0.02); and, MT was shorter for R-V than R-NV and R-PV
(p < 0.001).
Figure 4 presents NS for all conditions. Condition
affected NS (X232;5 = 72.3; p< 0.001). NS was lower
for NR-PV than NR-V (p < 0.001); NS was lower for
NR-V than NR-NV, R-V, R-NV, R-PV (p = 0.02); NS was
lower for NG-NV than R-NV (p < 0.001); and NS was
lower for R-V than R-NV and R-PV (p < 0.001).
Figure 5 presents PI for all conditions. Condition
affected PI (X232,5=112; p < 0.001). Best PI was observed
for NR-V (p < 0.01). PI was higher for NR-NV than R-NV
and R-PV (p < 0.01); NR-PV was higher than R-NV and
R-PV (p < 0.001); and R-V was higher than R-NV and
R-PV (p < 0.001).
Discussion

Results were not normally distributed (ShapiroWilk test, p < 0.05). Data was described by median,
1o and 3o quartiles. Friedman’s ANOVA was used to
compare data. If necessary, Wilcoxon test was applied
for paired comparisons. All analysis was performed
in Statistica Software (v.6.0). Level of significance was
set at 5% (p < 0.05).
Ethical approval
The research related to human use has been complied with all the relevant national regulations and
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institutional policies, has followed the tenets of the
Declaration of Helsinki, and has been approved by the
authors’ institutional review board or an equivalent
committee.
Procedures of this study were approved by the university local Ethical Committee (nº 387.130; CAAE
nº 19884613.8.0000.5231).

Visual occlusion and perturbation of visual information disturbed the spatial perception during walking. Occlusion and perturbation increased absolute
error, the number of steps, and movement time in comparison to the control condition. Larger absolute error
reflects the worst trajectory prediction (spatial perception). Such worst prediction to walk straight ahead
without proper visual feedback led to more steps and
movement time. When participants used a reference
to correct their trajectory, they rumbled and increased
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Different (p < 0.05) when compared to aNR-V, bNR-NV, cNR-PV, dR-V, eR-NV
and fR-PV.

Legend: Different (p < 0.05) when compared to aNR-V, bNR-NV, cNR-PV,
d
R-V, eR-NV and fR-PV.

Figure 2. Median and 1st and 3rd quartiles
of the Absolute Error (AE), as a function
of the analyzed experimental conditions

Figure 3. Median and 1st and 3rd quartiles
of the Movement Time (MT), as a function
of the experimental conditions analyzed

Different (p < 0.05) when compared to aNR-V, bNR-NV, cNR-PV, dR-V, eR-NV
and fR-PV.

Different (p < 0.05) when compared to aNR-V, bNR-NV, cNR-PV, dR-V, eR-NV
and fR-PV.

Figure 4. Median and 1st and 3rd quartiles
of the Number of Steps (NS), as a function
of the experimental conditions

Figure 5. Performance Index (PI) as a function
of experimental conditions

movement time; therefore, their trajectories were even
more irregular. These results reinforce that vision offers
exteroceptive and proprioceptive information [9, 22].
Vision works as an integral component of the system
that controls balance and may not be turned off voluntarily, except when the eyes are closed [22].
Visual information is important for spatial orientation. Blindfolded, our participants presented larger
absolute errors and walked slowly. Optical flux helps
to determine the gait velocity [30, 31], because of more
optical flux, higher cadence, and step length. Thereby,
in addition to its basic function, vision is fundamental to late stabilization of postural corrections and to
plan anticipatory actions.
Visual perturbation increased movement time. Such
visual information conflicted with other sensory information available during gait, probably demanding
more information processing, slowing other ongoing

processes and turning performance worst [32]. More
cognitive processes might have demanded more time
to compare virtual and actual trajectories more frequently than usual. In fact, visual information is more
important for complex tasks (35%) compared to quite
standing tasks (10%) with no sensorial constraints [14].
Space orientation was worse with vestibular perturbation. Although, the task was completed faster; head
rotation increased error and the number of steps required. Head rotation conflicts head position information and it adds bias to whole body positioning, deviating walking trajectory according to the rotation
direction. Consequently, participants used more steps
to compensate such bias. More steps suggest the need
for more tactile information about the actual trajectory;
moreover, more steps suggest reassessing of sensory
information to walk. Peruch et al. [25] showed that
less vestibular information impaired control of com-
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plex tasks such as locomotion and swing in the sinusoidal platform. Similar vestibular stimulation with
a variation in visual and somatosensory inputs brings
different postural responses, indicating a strong sensorial integration [26, 33]. Therefore, vestibular system perturbation (rotation) with the vision occlusion
or perturbation impaired spatial orientation.
Another strategy to overcome vestibular perturbation was to perform the task faster to avoid lateral
deviation, such a “walking drunk” style. Participants
noticed that slow walking increased deviation from
the desired path. Walking faster with more steps decreases step length and increases tactile information.
Such results show how important the vestibular system is for spatial perception during walking and how
postural system performs to compensate changes in
sensory information.
Visual information added to vestibular information
during walking led to more dependency (50%) compared to quiet standing (30%) [14]. Postural sway with
vestibular galvanic stimulation increases, but less if
combined with visual information and moreover an unstable surface (foam or moving platform) [27]. Thus,
the hypothesis “manipulation of both sensory sources
will result in worse performance for locomotion” was
confirmed. But, the hypothesis “visual occlusion will
prejudice locomotion performance more than the other sensorial manipulation” was refuted. Both, visual
and vestibular manipulation provided very similar
impairments to space orientation on locomotion. The
more sensory sources were perturbed/occluded, the
more space perception and orientation will be impaired.
Each kind of sensory information has its own resolution and importance, and the reliability of a sensory information affects another [11]. The dominance
of a sensory system over the others is how the central
nervous system dumps information conflicts [34]. This
dominance is dynamic and depends on the task, availability of sensory information, and the aim of postural
control [4, 14, 15]. Control as a dynamic and flexible
system explains the proficiency to walk even with occlusion, visual or vestibular perturbation. However,
these results should be interpreted carefully because
manipulation of the somatosensory system was not contemplated. Although the generalization of our conclusions is constrained by characteristics of the participants, these results may help health professionals
with the reintegration and rehabilitation of individuals with permanent or temporary sensory deficits.
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Conclusions
Occlusion and/or perturbation of sensory sources
impaired walking performance. This impairment was
worse when both the vision and vestibular systems
were perturbed. However, even under such perturbations, young adults completed the task. Motor control
is flexible and dynamic to use sensory inputs to overcome imposed constraints. Perturbation of sensory information (visual and vestibular) induced movement
adaptations to increase somatosensory information
to assist task performance. More studies are suggested to analyze the manipulation of visual and vestibular information, simultaneously with somatosensory information (i.e., feet’s mechanoreceptors).
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